Editorial politics
The editorial politics of the Review is to inform promptly the specialists on the actual issues of the
juridical sciences (civil, general theory of the law etc.) and on the jurisprudence; to bring over specialists in
order to analyze the legal fundamental issues and the jurisprudence that had been remarked during the
appearance of the review.
The studies and articles sent for publication are peer reviewed and scientifically reviewed by the
Editorial Board, coordinated by the Chief-editor or other elected members of the Editorial Board; the
Editorial Board takes the final decision in publishing or not the study/article.
You need to take into consideration that the length of the study/article must not be over 15-20
pages (about 3000 marks/page). The book reviews or scientific notes must not be over 5 pages. In addition,
we receive only electronic processed texts, including via e-mail: icj_juridic@yahoo.com.
Your study/article must contain an abstract (maximum half a page) and key words, in English and
a short presentation of the author (scientific titles, didactic titles, place of work, fields of professional
interest for him/she, an e-mail and phone number).
The entire responsibility for the originality and the affirmations contained within the article is,
entirely, for the author.
Make-up the studies/articles
For the publication, the studies and articles have to be wrote in Word (Windows as operation
system) under the following technical conditions:
Page Setup
Margins: Top: 2cm, Bottom: 2 cm, Left: 3cm , Right: 2 cm
Paper Size: A4
Fonts: Times New Roman, 12 pt, Justify
Text on a single column
Bibliographical sources will be cited completely, with the mention of the name and surname of the author,
the paperwork, the publishing house, the place and the year of the apparition, pages. For the underlining
points within the text there will be used italic words (as format, not bold or underline).

